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Summary

• Basic Plasma Science Facility:  User facility for study of 
fundamental processes in magnetized plasmas (primary device: 
Large Plasma Device (LAPD))

• Example experiments of interest to this community:  

• Linear & Nonlinear (kinetic/inertial) Alfvén waves

•  Wave/particle interactions

• Scattering of mirror-trapped energetic electrons by Alfvén 
waves

• Excitation of whistler waves (hiss-like/chorus-like) by 
energetic electron beam

• Excitation of Alfvén waves (EMIC) by energetic ion beam 
in multi-ion species plasma



The LArge Plasma Device (LAPD)

• Solenoidal magnetic field, cathode discharge plasma (BaO and LaB6)

• BaO Cathode: n ∼ 1012 cm-3, Te ∼ 5-10 eV, Ti ≲ 1 eV

• LaB6 Cathode: n ∼ 5x1013 cm-3, Te ∼ 10-15 eV, Ti ~ 6-10 eV

• B up to 2.5kG (with control of axial field profile)

• BaO: Large plasma size, ~20m long, D~60cm 

• High repetition rate:  1 Hz

• US NSF/DOE Sponsored user facility: users from this community are 
welcome!  (international users too)



LAPD BaO Plasma source

CE

CE

CE

• Produces plasmas with 10-20 ms duration at 1 Hz rep rate    

• n ∼ 1012 cm-3, Te ∼ 5-10 eV, Ti ≲ 1 eV

• Large quiescent core plasma (~60 cm diameter) for study of 
plasma waves, injection of ion/electron beams, etc.
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Maggs, Morales, Carter, PoP 12, 013103 (2005)
Maggs, Morales, PRL 91, 035004 (2003)

• Plasma source acts as resonant cavity 
for shear Alfvén waves

• Driven spontaneously by discharge 
current (thought to be inverse Landau 
damping on return current electrons)

• Alfvén wave “MASER”



Measurement methodology in LAPD

• Use single probes to measure local density, temperature, potential, 
magnetic field, flow: move single probe shot-to-shot to construct 
average profiles
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Measurement methodology in LAPD

• Use single probes to measure local density, temperature, potential, 
magnetic field, flow: move single probe shot-to-shot to construct 
average profiles

• Add a second (reference) probe to use correlation techniques to 
make detailed statistical measurements of non-repeatable 
phenomena (e.g. turbulence)



Measured structure of Alfvén eigenmodes in LAPD
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Alfvén wave studies in LAPD
• LAPD created to enable AW research need length to fit parallel 

wavelength (~few meters)

• Below:  measured 3D pattern of wave current and magnetic field from a 
LHP kinetic shear Alfvén wave in LAPD

• A number of issues studied over the years:  radiation from small source, 
resonance cones, field line resonances, wave reflection, conversion from 
KAW to IAW on density gradient… [UCLA LAPD group: Gekelman, 
Maggs, Morales, Vincena, Carter, et al]

Details, publication list at http://plasma.physics.ucla.edu
Review:  Gekelman, et al., PoP 18, 055501, (2011) 

http://plasma.physics.ucla.edu


• Kletzing (Iowa):  interest in understanding 
electron acceleration by Alfvén waves; 
relevance to generation of Aurora

• Used novel electron distribution diagnostic 
(whistler wave absorption (Skiff)) to study 
oscillation in electron distribution function in 
presence of inertial AW

Electron acceleration/response to inertial Alfvén wave
SCHROEDER ET AL.: ELECTRON SLOSHING OF AN INERTIAL ALFVÉN WAVE X - 19
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Figure 4. The composite measurement of ge(vz) is generated using 64 phase-shifted data

sets. (a) Sorting measurements by Alfvén wave phase and electron energy show there are mod-

ifications of the electron distribution δge = ge − ge0 at the frequency of the Alfvén wave. (b)

Magnitude of the first Fourier mode with respect to Alfvén wave phase compared to the solution

of equation 2.
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Schroeder, et al., Geophys. Res. Lett. 43, 4701 (2016)

Geophysical Research Letters 10.1002/2016GL068865

Figure 4. The composite measurement of ge(vz) is generated using 64 phase-shifted data sets. (a) Sorting measurements
by Alfvén wave phase and electron energy show that there are modifications of the electron distribution !ge = ge − ge0
at the frequency of the Alfvén wave. (b) Magnitude of the first Fourier mode with respect to Alfvén wave phase
compared to the solution of equation (2).

While the two effects predicted by Kletzing [1994] are qualitatively different, they are theoretically related.
The linear solution ge1(vz) for electron sloshing discussed here is needed for the nonlinear solution to the
Maxwell-Boltzmann system of equations that captures resonant electron acceleration. Therefore, a test of
electron sloshing ge1(vz) is not only an important verification of basic inertial Alfvén wave behavior but also
enables a future test of resonant electron acceleration.

4. Results

To compare the data with theory, we must extract ge0(vz) and ge1(vz) from the measurements. Because
ge = ge0 + ge1 + ... and the modifications ge1 + ... produced by the Alfvén wave are time periodic, these modifi-
cations can be removed from WWAD data by averaging over Alfvén wave phase to produce the experimental
ge0. The measured ge0 produced by this procedure is shown in Figure 3. The horizontal axis gives the resonant
electron energy, E = mev2

z∕2, of each data point, and the sign of vz has been maintained so that each half of
the distribution function can be distinguished. Because the plasma is created by a hot-cathode discharge, it
is expected that there are more suprathermal electrons moving away from the cathode with velocities vz <0,
as is clearly seen in Figure 3. Smooth functions are fitted to each half of the experimental ge0 separately, and
the derivatives "ge0∕"vz are used in equation (2) to produce the analytical solution for ge1.

The random error in the measurement of ge0 is negligible. The dominant source of error is systematic and
due to whistler ducting induced by the ∼ 1% plasma density perturbation caused by inserting the whistler
antennas into the plasma. This effect, which is well known, produces the low-amplitude undulations along
the energy axis of the measured ge0 in Figure 3 [Streltsov et al., 2012].
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Figure 1. Experimental setup in the LaPD. Elsasser probes E1 and E2 observe the perpendicular wavefields B⟂ and E⟂
in the x-y plane. Whistler probes W1 and W2 are used to measure the parallel electron distribution function ge(vz).
A scanning Langmuir probe, denoted as L above, measures electron density and temperature.

The experiments were performed in the Large Plasma Device (LaPD) [Gekelman et al., 2016], an NSF/DOE user
facility at the University of California, Los Angeles. The experiment used a 10 ms discharge of hydrogen plasma,
and the discharge was repeated at 1 Hz. The plasma is very repeatable from discharge to discharge, and the
slight variations of measured quantities between discharges are random and can be reduced by ensemble
averaging. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the locations of various probes used to make measurements. The
swept Langmuir probe was used to find the electron density ne =1.0 × 1012 cm−3 and electron temperature
Te =2.2 eV. Langmuir probe measurements of ne were calibrated to a nearby line-integrated measurement
from a microwave interferometer. The externally applied background magnetic field is B0 =1.8 kG. Based on
these plasma conditions, the electron skin depth is !e = 0.53 cm and vte∕vA = 0.16 where vte = (kTe∕me)1∕2

is the electron thermal speed and vA is the Alfvén speed. These parameters are relevant to the inertial Alfvén
wave where vte∕vA<1 and are appropriate for the auroral magnetosphere. During the discharge sequence,
the Alfvén wave is excited for 1 ms at t=4 ms after the start of the discharge, and all data are collected as the
Alfvén wave passes the probes.

Alfvén waves are excited using the Arbitrary Spatial Waveform (ASW) antenna [Thuecks et al., 2009], depicted
in Figure 2a. The antenna consists of a series of conducting grid pieces that draw currents directly from the
plasma. The currents collected by the ASW antenna flow parallel to the fixed, externally applied, magnetic
field B0. By oscillating the current collected by the antenna, an oscillating magnetic field perturbation is pro-
duced, thereby launching an Alfvén wave. The amplitude of the current collected by each grid piece can be
individually controlled, allowing a pattern to be established in x̂ that defines k⟂. The Alfvén wave amplitude
produced by the ASW antenna is limited by the magnitude of the current that can be drawn from the plasma.

Figure 2. Alfvén waves are generated by the Arbitrary Spatial Waveform (ASW) antenna and observed using Elsässer
probes. (a) The grid pieces of the ASW antenna can be phased independently to establish well-defined structure in x̂.
(b) Elsässer probe measurements of B⟂ verify the planar Alfvén wave launched by the ASW antenna. Arrows show the
amplitude and direction of B⟂; color is used to indicate the intensity of By . The white cross is the location of ge(vz)
measurements presented in Figures 3–4. Data from a scan along the white line are shown in Figure 5.
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Parametric instability of kinetic Alfvén waves

Dorfman and Carter, PRL 116, 195002 (2016)  

• First laboratory observation of a 
parametric instability of a shear Alfvén 
wave (consistent with “modulational 
decay” instability)

antenna described in Gigliotti et al. [37]. The pump wave is
launched at ω0 ∼ 0.67Ωi, producing the pattern in the plane
perpendicular to B0 shown for each antenna in the bottom
panel. The strap antenna launches a linearly polarized
m ¼ 0 Alfvén wave cone (k ⊥0ρs ¼ 0.11) in which oscil-
lating magnetic field vectors (white arrows) circle the field-
aligned wave current. By contrast, the RMF antenna is
set up to produce two field-aligned current channels
(k ⊥0ρs ¼ 0.21) rotating around B0 in an m ¼ 1 pattern
[37]. The rotation direction and hence wave polarization
may be controlled by varying the antenna phasing. To
ensure the launched wave remains nearly monochromatic,
the antenna current is digitized (not shown) and found to
contain no significant sideband component.
In the plasma column in front of the antenna, magnetic

and Langmuir probes detect the signatures of the pump and
daughter modes. Each probe is mounted on an automated
positioning system that may be used to construct a 2D
profile in the x-y plane averaged across multiple discharges.
When the pump wave amplitude exceeds a threshold

value, additional peaks are observed in the frequency
spectrum, as shown in Fig. 2. Panel (a) of Fig. 2 shows
the appearance of three modes: a low frequency mode (M1),
a lower sideband mode (M−), and an upper sideband mode
(Mþ). The frequency matching relations ω#∓ω1 ¼ ω0

hold. However, M1 is not purely a density perturbation as
predicted by the k ⊥ ¼ 0 modulational instability theory; as
seen in Fig. 2, the mode has significant magnetic character.
A clear parametric dependence of the mode frequencies

on pump amplitude is shown in panel (b) of Fig. 2. As the
pump amplitude δB0⊥=B0 increases above threshold, the

frequencies ofM1 andMþ increase; there is a correspond-
ing decrease in the frequency of M− such that frequency
matching relations are satisfied at all wave powers.
To determine the character of the three observed daughter

modes, the parallel wave numbers are measured using a set
of three axially separated magnetic probes placed 0.639 m
apart, allowing resolution of wave numbers up to 4.9=m. As
shown in Fig. 3, this measurement reveals positive values of
k ∥ for all modes, indicating that all three daughter modes
are copropagating with the pump. Parallel wave number
matching is satisfied, k ∥#∓k ∥1 ¼ k ∥0. Based on the mea-
sured dispersion relation, the pump, M−, and Mþ are
identified as kinetic Alfvén waves (KAWs) while M1 is a
nonresonant mode. Note that M1 falls above the KAW
dispersion curve ω ¼ k jjVA

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ ðk ⊥ρsÞ2 − ðω=ΩiÞ2

p
for

all possible values of k ⊥. However, the measured k jj1
is too small for M1 to be an acoustic mode (for these
parameters, Cs ¼ 0.012VA). This production of a
nonresonant mode is consistent with the modulational
instability.

FIG. 1. Experimental setup in LAPD. Top: An Alfvén wave
antenna on the right end of the device launches the pump wave.
Magnetic and Langmuir probes used to diagnose the interaction are
shown. Bottom: Spatial pattern of the pump wave in the xy plane
measured by a magnetic probe at z ¼ 2.6 m for the strap antenna
(left, B0 ¼ 1135 G) and RMF antenna (right, B0 ¼ 993 G).

(a)

(b)

FIG. 2. Observed kinetic Alfvén wave (KAW) parametric
instability showing threshold behavior and parametric depend-
ence. RMF antenna, RHCP mode, B0 ¼ 993 G. (a) Frequency
spectrum from a magnetic probe at x ¼ 0, y ¼ −6 cm, z ¼ 2.6 m
for three pump mode amplitudes. When the pump amplitude is
above threshold for instability, three daughter modes are seen.
(b) Parametric dependence of the daughter mode frequency as a
function of pump amplitude δB0⊥=B0. The pump amplitude is 0
on the log10 color scale. White vertical dashed lines represent
values of pump amplitude from (a).
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Scattering of trapped, energetic electrons by shear waves

• Project led by D. Papadopoulos (UMd)

• High power microwaves used to generate mirror-trapped, 
energetic electron population (up to 1 MeV)

• Shear waves injected, de-trapping of electrons observed (x-
ray generation) — surprisingly a non-resonant process, AWs 
of a range of frequencies are effective

Radiation belt remediation:!
 Artificial method to control 
and drain energetic particles 
trapped in earth’s magnetic 
mirror

2.45 GHz waveguide

electron ring

Y. Wang, et al., PRL 108, 105022 (2012)



Production of whistler waves by energetic electrons in LAPD

• J. Bortnik (UCLA): Inject ~4 keV electron beam into LAPD 
plasma; whistler emission observed 



Broadband whistler emission observed (hiss-like)

An, et al. Geophys. Res. Lett., 43, 2413–2421 (2016)

• Two bands, with 
quiet region 
around 0.5 fce

• nb/ne ~ 0.1%, , fpe/
fce ~ 6-15

• Consistent with 
Landau & 
Doppler-shifted 
Cyclotron 
Resonance 
(normal and 
anomalous)



Chirping (chorus-like) emission observed at higher beam density

Van Compernolle, et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 114, 245002 (2015)
Van Compernolle, et al., Plasma Phys. Contr. Fusion 59, 014016 (2017)

• Seen at higher beam current:  nb/ne ~ 1%, (also fpe/fce ~ 2-4)



Interactions of SAWs with Energetic Ions

• Heidbrink (UCI):  Fusion-motivated 
study of scattering/diffusion of fast 
ions by SAWs

• Low current (test particle) Lithium 
ion beam (~1 keV) interacts with 
antenna launched AWs

• Doppler-shifted cyclotron resonant 
interaction observed; interaction only 
observed with LHP waves

Y. Zhang et al., Phys. Plasmas 16, 055706 (2009)
Y. Zhang et al., Phys. Plasmas 15, 102112 (2008)
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Excitation of Alfvén waves (EMIC) by intense ion beamEXCITATION OF SHEAR ALFVÉN WAVES BY A . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 91, 013109 (2015)

FIG. 3. (Color online) Profiles of a 15-keV H+ beam with 10 A
current at two axial locations, (a) z = 13.42 m and (b) z = 0.64 m in
the LAPD plasma recorded using a retarding field energy analyzer.
(c) Typical time traces of the ion beam pulse from the analyzer (at
x = 2.0 cm, y = −1.0 cm, z = 0.64 m) and beam-driven magnetic
fluctuations (at x = 0 cm, y = 0 cm, z = 3.83 m) are indicated by
the red (lower) and blue (upper) traces associated with the right and
left axes, respectively.

is expected to take ≈18.6 µs to travel through the plasma.
The delayed arrival of the beam pulse at multiple z locations
was measured and found to be consistent with the expected
time-of-flight of the H+ ion beam with vb∥ = 1.02 × 106 m/s.

Amplitude spectra of magnetic fluctuations in the ambient
plasma were recorded in the presence and absence of the
beam and are plotted in Fig. 4. The spectra were produced by
averaging over the Fourier transforms of 15 015 time traces of
By fluctuations. The time-traces (duration = 328 µs, sampling
rate = 100 MHz) were acquired using a fixed magnetic-loop
probe at x = 0 cm, y = −2 cm, and z = 7.67 m on
the shot-to-shot basis under nearly identical experimental
conditions. The time-range of the data for generating the
“BEAM ON” spectra is indicated by the vertical-dotted lines
in Fig. 3(c). The time series for the “BEAM OFF” spectra were
acquired 320 µs after turning off the beam. In the presence of
the beam, magnetic fluctuations were amplified by ≈40 times
in the lower frequency band (f < fci1) and ≈200 times in the
upper frequency band (fii < f < fci2, labeled as UF in Fig. 4).
The amplification was dominant in the upper frequency band
and is the focus of this paper.

For our experimental parameters, average ne = 1.5 ×
1011 cm−3, Te = 5.0 eV, fci1 = 685 kHz, fb = fci2 = 4fci1
= 2740 kHz, Alfvén speed vA = 5.2 × 106 m/s, and electron
thermal speed vthe = 9.4 × 105m/s. Here, vthe/vA = 0.18 and
vb∥/vA = 0.20, hence the beam is sub-Alfvénic and Alfvén
waves are in the inertial regime. By identifying the ion-ion
hybrid frequency (fii = 2385 kHz), the relative concentration
of He+ (n1 = 0.92 ne) and H+ (n2 = 0.08 ne) ions was
estimated [19] and used in determining the vA. For the
excitation of Alfvén waves (f < fci2 = fcb) through the

FIG. 4. (Color online) In the presence of the H+ beam, amplifi-
cation of magnetic fluctuations of the ambient plasma (8% H+ and
92% He+, fci1 = 685 kHz) is depicted. The red and blue curves
(labeled as BEAM ON and BEAM OFF, y axis on the left as
shown by the left arrows) are the spectra of magnetic fluctuations
in the presence and absence of the beam, respectively. The “beam
on” spectra peaks at fpeak. The dotted-blue (labeled by C) and
dashed-green (labeled by L) curves (y axis on the right as indicated by
the right arrows) are the cyclotron and Landau resonance functions,
respectively. The resonance conditions are satisfied at a frequency
where C or L curves intersect the horizontal-dotted line. The n = 1
DICR condition is satisfied (marked by the double arrow) near fpeak,
suggesting the excitation of shear Alfvén waves through DICR of the
ion beam.

DICR process by a sub-Alfvénic ion beam, Eq. (1) requires
S = −1. This implies that the wave must propagate in the
opposite direction to the beam. Using these parameters in
Eqs. (1)–(3), C(f ) and L(f ) were evaluated and plotted in
Fig. 4. The LR and n = 1 DICR resonances are expected to
occur at a frequency where associated resonance functions are
equal to 1, i.e., where they cross the horizontal dotted line.
The results indicate that the LR and n > 1 DICR can occur
only at fci1 and fci2, where the wave signal is negligible.
However, the n = 1 DICR condition is satisfied near fpeak in
Fig. 4 where maximum amplitude of Alfvén waves is detected.
This implies that the waves in the UF band are generated by
the n = 1 DICR process. The counter-propagation of the wave
with the beam and the mode-structure of the wave is discussed
below.

A cross-spectral data analysis technique [26], which re-
quired a fixed-movable probe pair, was used to derive the mode
structure of waves at different frequencies. This technique is
efficient in identifying the mode-structure in a plasma where a
multitude of waves exist. In addition to the fixed magnetic-loop
probe, a three-axis magnetic-loop probe (z = 8.63 m) was
moved in a 34 × 34-cm xy plane with !x = !y = 1.0 cm. At
every spatial location in the plane, 11 time traces were recorded
by the movable probe and data from the fixed probe were
acquired simultaneously. The ensemble-averaged phases of
Bx,y,z(x,y) wave-field components in the plane were retrieved
relative to the phase of By wave-field component at the fixed-
probe location. Using this relative phase and amplitude in the
plane, mode structures of the waves were generated at different
frequencies. The mode structure at f/fci1 = 3.67 is depicted in
Fig. 5 by showing the magnetic-field vectors in the top panel
and associated axial current density Jz in the bottom panel.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Profiles of a 15-keV H+ beam with 10 A
current at two axial locations, (a) z = 13.42 m and (b) z = 0.64 m in
the LAPD plasma recorded using a retarding field energy analyzer.
(c) Typical time traces of the ion beam pulse from the analyzer (at
x = 2.0 cm, y = −1.0 cm, z = 0.64 m) and beam-driven magnetic
fluctuations (at x = 0 cm, y = 0 cm, z = 3.83 m) are indicated by
the red (lower) and blue (upper) traces associated with the right and
left axes, respectively.

is expected to take ≈18.6 µs to travel through the plasma.
The delayed arrival of the beam pulse at multiple z locations
was measured and found to be consistent with the expected
time-of-flight of the H+ ion beam with vb∥ = 1.02 × 106 m/s.

Amplitude spectra of magnetic fluctuations in the ambient
plasma were recorded in the presence and absence of the
beam and are plotted in Fig. 4. The spectra were produced by
averaging over the Fourier transforms of 15 015 time traces of
By fluctuations. The time-traces (duration = 328 µs, sampling
rate = 100 MHz) were acquired using a fixed magnetic-loop
probe at x = 0 cm, y = −2 cm, and z = 7.67 m on
the shot-to-shot basis under nearly identical experimental
conditions. The time-range of the data for generating the
“BEAM ON” spectra is indicated by the vertical-dotted lines
in Fig. 3(c). The time series for the “BEAM OFF” spectra were
acquired 320 µs after turning off the beam. In the presence of
the beam, magnetic fluctuations were amplified by ≈40 times
in the lower frequency band (f < fci1) and ≈200 times in the
upper frequency band (fii < f < fci2, labeled as UF in Fig. 4).
The amplification was dominant in the upper frequency band
and is the focus of this paper.

For our experimental parameters, average ne = 1.5 ×
1011 cm−3, Te = 5.0 eV, fci1 = 685 kHz, fb = fci2 = 4fci1
= 2740 kHz, Alfvén speed vA = 5.2 × 106 m/s, and electron
thermal speed vthe = 9.4 × 105m/s. Here, vthe/vA = 0.18 and
vb∥/vA = 0.20, hence the beam is sub-Alfvénic and Alfvén
waves are in the inertial regime. By identifying the ion-ion
hybrid frequency (fii = 2385 kHz), the relative concentration
of He+ (n1 = 0.92 ne) and H+ (n2 = 0.08 ne) ions was
estimated [19] and used in determining the vA. For the
excitation of Alfvén waves (f < fci2 = fcb) through the

FIG. 4. (Color online) In the presence of the H+ beam, amplifi-
cation of magnetic fluctuations of the ambient plasma (8% H+ and
92% He+, fci1 = 685 kHz) is depicted. The red and blue curves
(labeled as BEAM ON and BEAM OFF, y axis on the left as
shown by the left arrows) are the spectra of magnetic fluctuations
in the presence and absence of the beam, respectively. The “beam
on” spectra peaks at fpeak. The dotted-blue (labeled by C) and
dashed-green (labeled by L) curves (y axis on the right as indicated by
the right arrows) are the cyclotron and Landau resonance functions,
respectively. The resonance conditions are satisfied at a frequency
where C or L curves intersect the horizontal-dotted line. The n = 1
DICR condition is satisfied (marked by the double arrow) near fpeak,
suggesting the excitation of shear Alfvén waves through DICR of the
ion beam.

DICR process by a sub-Alfvénic ion beam, Eq. (1) requires
S = −1. This implies that the wave must propagate in the
opposite direction to the beam. Using these parameters in
Eqs. (1)–(3), C(f ) and L(f ) were evaluated and plotted in
Fig. 4. The LR and n = 1 DICR resonances are expected to
occur at a frequency where associated resonance functions are
equal to 1, i.e., where they cross the horizontal dotted line.
The results indicate that the LR and n > 1 DICR can occur
only at fci1 and fci2, where the wave signal is negligible.
However, the n = 1 DICR condition is satisfied near fpeak in
Fig. 4 where maximum amplitude of Alfvén waves is detected.
This implies that the waves in the UF band are generated by
the n = 1 DICR process. The counter-propagation of the wave
with the beam and the mode-structure of the wave is discussed
below.

A cross-spectral data analysis technique [26], which re-
quired a fixed-movable probe pair, was used to derive the mode
structure of waves at different frequencies. This technique is
efficient in identifying the mode-structure in a plasma where a
multitude of waves exist. In addition to the fixed magnetic-loop
probe, a three-axis magnetic-loop probe (z = 8.63 m) was
moved in a 34 × 34-cm xy plane with !x = !y = 1.0 cm. At
every spatial location in the plane, 11 time traces were recorded
by the movable probe and data from the fixed probe were
acquired simultaneously. The ensemble-averaged phases of
Bx,y,z(x,y) wave-field components in the plane were retrieved
relative to the phase of By wave-field component at the fixed-
probe location. Using this relative phase and amplitude in the
plane, mode structures of the waves were generated at different
frequencies. The mode structure at f/fci1 = 3.67 is depicted in
Fig. 5 by showing the magnetic-field vectors in the top panel
and associated axial current density Jz in the bottom panel.
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• Up to 25 keV, ~10A ion beam injected into H/He plasmas

• Waves seen at a range of frequencies (up to LH)

• SAW/EMIC excited in H+ band (due to Doppler-shifted 
cyclotron resonance)

Tripathi, et al., Phys. Rev. E., 91, 013109 (2015) 



Have an idea?  Apply for run time!
• Yearly solicitation for LAPD runtime (just completed 

review for Calendar 2018 runtime).  Next solicitation in 
the fall for 2019 runtime (stay tuned).

• Runtime, use of existing equipment/diagnostics, and staff 
support are free (you pay for travel)

• We welcome proposals from theorists, space observers 
(our group can assist with design & execution of 
experimental ideas).  International proposals are 
welcome

• Please contact me if you are interested!

http://plasma.physics.ucla.edu
tcarter@physics.ucla.edu

http://plasma.physics.ucla.edu
mailto:tcarter@physics.ucla.edu

